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Executive Order 13767 on January 
25th, 2017

• Need to hire 5,000 additional U.S. 
Border Patrol Agents

Historical difficulty hiring Agents

>10% loss in Southwest Agents 2011-
2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On January 25th, 2017 the President of the U.S. signed an executive order on improving border and immigration enforcement. Among a variety of recommendations is the hiring of 5,000 Border Patrol agents. While this is no easy task on its own, The United States Border Patrol has had a historic difficulty meeting its previous hiring goals:As far back as 1991, a General Accounting Office report discussed the difficulty in hiring Border Patrol Agents to INS (Immigration & Naturalization Services), the precursor to CBP (U.S. General Accounting Office, 1991)In 2016, CBP stated factors hindering recruitment are focused on undesirable duty locations, a difficult work environment, an extensive entrance process, and competition with other law enforcement employers (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 2016a)Looking specifically at the factor of location, many duty stations are in remote areas without many urban amenities (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 2016b)All new agents will be placed along southwestern border (Border Patrol Agent Duty Locations, 2017)And from fiscal year 2011-2017, the number of Agents for this southwest area dropped by over 10%Fiscal year employee count for these 9 sectors 18447 (in 2011) -16488 (in 2017) (10.62% loss)Image (Border Patrol Agent Duty Locations, 2017) 
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Need to strategically recruit a large amount of skilled 
employees (United States Border Patrol Agents) to hard to 
fill positions in undesirable locations.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A need to hire a large amount of employees is not an uncommon problem. Things like seasonal labor, a growing company, or replacing attrited employees lead to similar scenarios. However, there are some situations which hinder the particular recruitment efforts:non-ideal duty locations (many are rural and thus don’t have a large nearby population to recruit from, nor urban amenities which may draw more people)physically demanding jobHiring requirements (age, US citizen, medical exam, no criminal record), etc.
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Analysis answering two questions

1. Which Border Patrol Sectors have the greatest 
recruitment support need?

2. Which areas outside of these Border Patrol Sectors can 
additional recruiting focus on?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to strategically recruit these agents, this project will seek to answer 2 main questions:Where has the greatest need for extra recruitment support? Where can recruitment be focused to help these areas most in need?This was done by studying specific factors which can help in the recruitment of these agents, and finding labor pools that contain higher amounts of these factors
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Border Patrol Agent Factors

•Starting age under 39
•Degree/Background in Law Enforcement
•Ability to Speak/Learn Spanish
•Workload & Location

Labor Pool & Migration Factors

•Total Population
•Age
•Unemployment Rate
•Salary
•Community Size & Demography
•Distance from Community of Origin
•Previous Migration/Social Ties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a literature review, various factors could affect recruitment and labor-based migrationBorder Patrol Agent Requirements (Those that are necessary for the job)Must start under age 39, will retire by age 57 (Border Patrol Enforcement Series, 1896, n.d.)Dataset: Population age 18-34Prefer some background in law enforcement type work, including military  service (Border Patrol Enforcement Series, 1896, n.d.)Datasets: Protective Services Occupation EmployeesVeteran population age 18-34Preferable to know Spanish, must be able to learn the language (Border Patrol Enforcement Series, 1896, n.d.)Dataset: Spanish Speaking population age 18-64Workload & LocationDatasets:Location of stations and sectorsAgent staffing by sectorApprehensions by sectorBorder crossings into the U.S. by sectorLabor Pool Factors (Factors that can be roughly tracked)Total population: higher population provides a larger labor poolDataset: Total population by countyAge: Younger people are more likely to migrate (Coates, Gindling, 2013, pg. 652; Cameron, 2011, pg. 10)Dataset: Population age 18-34Unemployment: Higher rates of unemployment lead to more likely to migrate (Cameron, 2011, pg. 5, 10; Schwartz, 1973, pg. 1155; Orvis, Asch, 2001, pg. 9; Halseth, 1999, 369-371)Dataset: Unemployment rate by countyLocation type: Non-urban areas with little health-care, education, and social elements make less likely to migrate (Cameron, 2011, pg. 5, 10)likewise, those that live in similar areas to where the work is are more likely to stay (Playford, Larson, Wheatland, 2006, pg. 16-17; Halseth, 1999, pg. 363)Salary: Better salary makes one more likely to migrate (Schwartz, 1973, pg. 1155)Dataset: Protective services occupation employee average wageCommunity of origin: People are more likely to migrate to a community similar to the one they are in/ have experience in (Playford, Larson, Wheatland, 2006, pg. 16-17)Dataset: Metropolitan (urban) vs nonmetropolitan (rural) areasDistance: The farther from their current location, the less likely they are to migrate there (Ravenstein, 1885, p. 198; Schwartz, 1973, pg. 1154-1155; Soutar, Turner, 2002, pg. 40)Dataset: Calculated distance from labor pool area to nearest Southwest border sectorSocial ties: If people know people who have already migrated, more likely to stayDataset: 2010-2015 positive migration to within 100 miles of the borderData Issues:The availability of data via open-source methods is not as specific as desired, however, this project can still provide value by answering broader questions.The ecological fallacy is something that must be kept in ones mind when looking into more aggregated data that is available via open-source methods
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• Agent Count
• Agent Turnover
• Station Count

Sector 
Information

• Border crossing locations
• Apprehensions per agent
• Border entries per agent

Workload

• Percent of stations in 
nonmetropolitan areas

• Population of labor pools
Labor Pool

DECISION:
Which sectors are most in 

need of additional recruitment 
assistance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to answer which Border Patrol sectors are most in need, profiles for each sector were created. This allowed descriptive analysis to be performed based on workload and surrounding labor pools using the following factors:SectorsAgent count: How many overall agents availableAgent change: Percent change (up or down) from 2011 through 2017Station count: How many different duty stations do agents work fromWorkload2016 border crossings into U.S.Number of 2017 apprehensions per agentNumber of entries into U.S per agentLabor PoolPercent of stations in nonmetropolitan areasSum of population for metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas containing sector stations
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Sensitivity 
Testing

• R² 
correlation 
between 
factor values

Measure 
Factors

• 1-5 quantile 
rating

• Final Score: 
sum of 
individual 
ratings

Results Testing

• R² 
correlation 
between 
factor scores

• & total score

Spatial Cluster 
Analysis

• Univariate 
Local 
Moran’s I

• Getis-Ord Gi*

DECISION:

Which outside labor 
pools are most likely 

to provide more 
viable recruits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to find labor pools outside of these sector areas, analytical methods can be used to find areas that have higher proportions of desired characteristicsOutside Labor PoolsCan use things like unemployment rates, protective services labor information, veteran population, age distribution, Spanish speaking population, and availability of metropolitan areas in choosing areas that can provide better recruitment locationsIn order to not have pure population overpower results, many factors are based on being a percent of the overall populationEach factor was broken up by quantile range, and scores (1-5) were given based on higher or lower amounts of desired valuesThese scores were added together in the end to create an overall rating score of fitness for Border Patrol agent recruitmentSensitivity testing:To ensure no single factor had an overwhelming power over the end results, r-squared coefficient was calculated between each individual factor, as well as each factor and the overall rating score of each labor pool metro and nonmetro area. Likewise the overall rating score was calculated without each factor to ensure that its distribution did not vastly change from a single factor.Univariate Local Moran’s I (Queen’s weighting) was calculated to assess the amount of spatial clustering of both high and low values. Maps were also created showing both high and low clustering, as well outliers within these clusters.Cluster images were created using the following ArcGIS toolsArcGIS ‘Hot Spot Analysis (Getis-Ord Gi*)’ tool: Particularly hot (desired values) and cold (undesired values) areas clustered togetherThe ‘Cluster and Outlier Analysis (Anselin Local Morans I)’ tool: hot and cold spots with outliers
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Sector 
Information

2017 Agent Count: 
500

2011-2017 Agent 
Change: 25% loss

Station Count: 13

Workload

Border Crossing 
Count: 2

Apprehensions per 
Agent: 12

Border Entries per 
Agent: 2,990

Labor Pool

Percent of Stations 
in 

Nonmetropolitan 
Areas: 69.2%

Population of 
Surrounding Labor 
Pools: 2,142,736

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the end, all descriptive results are arguable, strengthening the need for more spatially specific data rather than relatively simple descriptive analysis. San Diego is arguably the least in need, and Big Bend Sector is most in need. Big BendLowest number of agents25% drop in agent count (2011-2017)13 stations (most) & 2 border crossingsAlmost 70% of stations in a single nonmetropolitan areaSectors nearest are El Paso and Del Rio, which are next most in need, and these three sectors being together adds to need justificationSan DiegoThough it has the most crossings per agent, all other factors are those showing least in needBy far greatest labor pool population of all sectors, all in 2 metropolitan areasMid-level agent loss
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sensitivity testing:Initial measure of the Correlation between Each Variable (r-squared): No significant correlation, because many factors were percent of total population rather than flat sumsTested overall rating, removing each factor one-at-a-time to ensure no overpowering effect of a single factor on the resultsCorrelation testing again (Factor Values & Scores to Overall Score): No significant force of any single factor value or score on final resultLISA (Local Indicators of Spatial Association): shows significant clustering of resultsUnivariate Moran’s I for Each Factor Value & Score: There is significant clustering of results, both low and high scores. Obviously distance from stations provides almost perfect spatial clusteringHigh and Low Cluster Analysis: Focus on areas outside of southwest border. Area immediately north of this is good, as well as southeast, and small areas elsewhereNorthwest and Northeast provide particularly cold areasResultsOverall high score clusters are focused on areas just north of southwest areas, as well as Southeast United StatesThough other areas show as strong in the initial image, the statistically significant clusters of good values are more focused to the southCold clusters focus on Midwest and Northeast United States
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Value to Human Resources Field:
• Previously minimal demographic or location-based research 

performed
• Model for focused recruitment of hard to fill positions that can be 

used in other similar scenarios
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comparison of BP Sectors using: BP supply & demand, as well as labor pool demographic data. Areas within sectorsNo major difference between sector needs. Can be argued, as this is just descriptive analysisMore information from Border Patrol Employment data could look into deeper issues of what stations are losing people more, and what factors affect thisComparison of Labor Pools: Using labor pool demographic data. Areas outside of sectorsPotential labor pools directly north of southwest sectors, as well as southeastern U.S., also single labor pools elsewhere with statistically insignificant areas, as well as within cold clusters.I have not found many cases where demographic or location based analysis is used in the field of Human Resources (Human Capital) thus far, particularly government based Human Resources. This project provides a methodology for inserting this into recruitment efforts to do so in a more strategic way when needed for certain hard to fill skilled workforce positions.
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Python:
• Automate Repetitive Tasks
• Changeable Parameters
• Ease of Use with ArcGIS Script 

Tool
• Sharable
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Need:
• Join a large amount of 

Census CSV files to a 
feature class to visualize 
factors within

• Tell which areas are within 
a desired distance of the 
border between the United 
States and Mexico

• Easily allow for changes 
needed as data is 
researched

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to test much of the demographic data that I have. Most of this is Census data, which comes in csv format. I need to look at this in shapefile format, so that I can compare values, as well as see which are a specified distance from the U.S. and Mexico border.In this case county files were used, although it can be used for many geographic areas, given the correct data and shapefileShapefile also has metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas (including metropolitan divisions) associated with each countyNeed to be able to reuse it if I add or change data parametersPython is a perfect use for thisAutomation: This process, which performs multiple steps per datasource, does so with little effort for meRepetitive: Can do this again and again with new data or new projectsCan change parameters and data as needed: For example can use different aerial units or buffer feature or dataSharable: even if other person doesn’t know python (Python script tool in ArcGIS)
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Import Modules

Input Parameters (script tool)

Check for / Create 
Geodatabase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automate tasksImport modules: ‘Arcpy’ for ArcGIS functions: Select by location, update cursor‘csv’ to work with csv files‘os’ to perform other basic functions such as checking file pathsInput parameters: GetParameterAsText() is specific to script tool. Otherwise, it would just point to each item. Dynamic rather than actual values.Folder with csv filesPolygon feature class to join toBuffer feature classSelect buffer distanceOutput folderCheck for and create gdb if necessary Create new one if not present
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Select by Buffer 
Distance

Update Field Values

Create New Field

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With distance and buffer feature inputCreate new field with buffer name as field nameselect all features within the given distanceInsert “YES” into field if it falls within buffer areaThe update cursors to update field values, as mentioned earlier
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Join CSV to feature class

Create feature class

Error Handling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This section joins each csv file to a layer, and creates a new feature class for eachIt then saves new feature class to previously mentioned geodatabaseError handlingIf error, give messageEven if no error, delete temporary layer in case of errorThis includes the try and except statement, as well as the finally statement
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Python Script Tool
• Use script in 

other projects
• Rework process 
• Change input 

files
• Change buffer 

distance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Putting this into a python script tool allows someone who doesn’t know python to use this script in ArcGIS,  for this or other projects
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Thank You
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